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JOURNAL OF CITY LAW 

 
Editorial  for vol.  09-3 (2017)    

 
The Journal of City Law, a journal classified by MEC / CAPES as Qualis A1, Law and 

registered in the Web of Science, is pleased to inform all its readers that it was registered in 

COBISS (Virtual Library of Slovenia), a portal that brings together More than 500 Slovenian 

libraries, in the Republic of Slovenia, in Eastern Europe (see: 

http://cobiss6.izum.si/scripts/cobiss?command=DISPLAY&base=99999&rid=525904409&fmt=1

1&lani=si). 

We publish in this issue the article “Drawing a speech. How is the notion of risk designed 

in institutional maps?” by Professor Felipe de Alba, Full Professor of the Universidad Autonoma 

Metropolitana Cuajimalpa, Mexico, member of the Editorial Board of the Journal of City Law 

and Professor Georges Farina, Professor of Sciences Po, considered the most influential 

academic institution in social and political sciences in France. 

This article "Drawing a speech. How is the notion of risk designed in institutional maps? 

", Contains a proposal to analyze institutional risk discourses (hydrological). They provide 

elements of analysis of how the risk is constructed, its definition in the theoretical corpus 

produced by some institutions, and, specifically, in the case of floods in the municipality of Valle 

de Chalco, State of Mexico. It seeks the representation, the action of power, in which the 

formulation of a notion of risk is understood as an exercise of political action, of the 

representation of power through tools (graphic representations) whose scientificity must be far 

from public discussion or, in its case, overlap with it. 

As in the previously published issues, in the present volume 09, number 03, we publish 

20 (twenty) unpublished articles, with 05 articles by foreign teachers: the aforementioned 

"Drawing a speech. How is the notion of risk designed in institutional maps? "By Professor 

Felipe de Alba, Full Professor of the Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana Cuajimalpa, Mexico, 

member of the Editorial Board of the Journal of City Law and Professor Georges Farina, 

Professor of Sciences Po, France; "Globalization, neoliberalism and health systems" by Ruslan 

Posadas Velázquez, Ph.D. in Political and Social Sciences at UNAM and research professor at the 

Academy of Political Science and Urban Administration of the Autonomous University of Mexico 

City (UACM) and Jenni Andrea Ibarra Carbajal, Ph.D. in Political and Social Sciences from 

Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México - UNAM and specialist in the Mexican health system, 
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with extensive experience in federal public administration; "A review of research on urban 

environmental justice in Latin America" by José Mario Mayorga Henao, sociologist, Master in 

Urban Planning and Master in Geography, Full Professor of Architecture Department at 

Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Colombia; "The exclusion of immigrant from the process of 

determining his rights" by Professor Emilia Santana Ramos, Professor of Philosophy of Law at 

the University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria and Doctor of Law from the University of Las 

Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain; "Environmental deterioration at the urban margins. The social 

effects of a relocation order in Buenos Aires inner city" by Andrés Scharager, doctorate in social 

sciences and professor of the Faculty of Social Sciences of the University of Buenos Aires, 

Argentina. 

In our Section Essays we publish four (4) unpublished essays: "Post-consumption 

reverse logistics as an expression of social function of companies", by Paulo Roberto Pereira de 

Souza, Full Professor of the Master's Program in Law of the University of Marília - UNIMAR, 

Marília, São Paulo and Jordana Viana Payão, Master of Law from the University of Marília - 

UNIMAR; “The concretization of human rights and the question of sub-standard agglomerates 

(slum) in Brazilian cities” by Elenise Felzke Schonardie, Ph.D. in Social Sciences and Professor of 

the Postgraduate Program in Human Rights at the Regional University of the Northwest of Rio 

Grande do Sul Of the South - UNIJUI;  "Removal of slums" by Professor Ricardo César Pereira 

Lira, professor emeritus of the State University of Rio de Janeiro - UERJ; And finally, "Corruption, 

urban planning and administrative misconduct: a case study" by Rogério Gesta Leal, Doctor of 

Law from UFSC and UBA, Professor of UNISC and FMP and Judge of the Court of Justice of the 

State of Rio Grande do Sul and Carla Luana da Silva, MSc in Law at the University of Santa Cruz 

do Sul - UNISC. 

In this issue of the Journal we have also broadened our body of our reviewers / 

evaluators, with the inclusion of many Professors from many States of the country and many 

foreign professors. 

We also publish, for the immediate consultation of readers, the links of the various 

national and international indexes of Journals and periodicals where our Journal of City Law is 

indexed. 

We thank, as always, all the readers, authors, evaluators and collaborators for the 

collaboration and trust and for the always excellent work done. We always remind you that the 

submissions to the Journal of City Law are permanent and must be carried out by the system, 

directly on the Journal's page. 
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Good reading to all! 

 
Mauricio Mota 

Editor of the Journal of City Law 

 

 


